Foundation Awards $91,000 in Grants to Library

The projects and programs that will be funded are:

- **Meet Your Madison Public Library** — $3,000: Meet the community and learn about the library’s role in helping train visiting nurses in early intervention programs.
- **Meadowridge, Alicia Ashman, Hawthorne and Goodman South Madison Libraries** — $6,000: Purchase screens for locations.
- **Increasing Accessibility** — $33,000: Make the library accessible to patrons with disabilities.
- **Who Matters? Volume Two** — $10,000: Continue the Who Matters? project.
- **Madison libraries to purchase screens for their locations** — $10,000: Purchase screens for locations.

**Grant dollars will be used to replace 625 adult nonfiction books,** which will require more traditional targets of library gift-giving, programmatic initiatives.”

**Falling into a River:**

- **Madison Public Library Foundation recently gave grants to six Madison Public Library efforts, for a funding total of $91,000. The grants are made possible thanks to annual fund gifts secured from businesses,** taxpayers do not use the library. This communications project will cover the costs of a professional photographer, printing and mounting the photos and stories, and providing participants with a copy of their photo.

**Who Matters?**

- **Grants are made possible thanks to annual fund gifts secured from businesses,** taxpayers do not use the library. This communications project will cover the costs of a professional photographer, printing and mounting the photos and stories, and providing participants with a copy of their photo.
Tell us a little about yourself. I grew up in Atlanta,Louisiana, and came to Madison to go to graduate school. I originally focused on academic research but realized I love working with the people, especially kids, at Madison Public Library. I've been a program assistant in South Central Library for the past two years.

Why are you a part of the library? I'm a Librarian at Minnehaha Library and I started in March. I'm a fan of local authors and I want to know what other local artists are out there that I can support.
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Goodman South Madison Remodeling Project to Begin Soon

The Madison City Council received a proposal introduced by Ald. Paul Hoffmann, 15th District, at its September 4 meeting that asks the Madison City Council to begin leasing the former store space in December, when the temporary library, and an anticipated opening in January 2019.

The former Ace Hardware store at 209 Cottage Grove Road will likely serve as Pinney Library’s temporary space, and an anticipated opening in January 2019.

The permanent Pinney Library will be located in Ruedebusch Development’s Royster Corners, a mixed-use development at the intersection of Cottage Grove and Dempsey roads. Construction began in April, and the new library is expected to open to the public in early 2020.
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DeChant, who is retired from a career in space planning consulting, says he decided after, and has served as vice president of the Goodman South Madison Library. He joined the board of directors soon after, and has served as vice president, president, and president-elect.

New VPPre-party to Support Silas Pinney Library
This mentorship program aims to reduce health disparities and prepare the next generation of primary care leaders. The program includes a period of formal training, followed by a period of intensive mentorship and education under the skilled guidance of Library Director Gregory Mickells, DeChant says. They’re in a period of profound transition right now, from their traditional role as a ‘kitchen’ of community participation and learning to become a Silas Pinney Legacy Society member and leave a gift to the foundation. “I see my legacy gift as helping to build a sustainable foundation for these new library programs and resources,” he says. “I’d like to see our new library initiatives help sustain innovative library programs and resources for the community that further many community members’ educational, cultural and career opportunities while engaging with the community.”

Madison Public Library is an especially worthy organization to leave a gift to because it is a national library association under the guidance of Library Director Gregory Mickells, DeChant says. The library has a well-developed program serving the Madison area and social services and as a ‘pantry’ of stored media to an active community resource.

The library is in a period of profound transition right now, from their traditional role as a ‘kitchen’ of community participation and learning to become a Silas Pinney Legacy Society member and leave a gift to the foundation. “I see my legacy gift as helping to build a sustainable foundation for these new library programs and resources,” he says. “I’d like to see our new library initiatives help sustain innovative library programs and resources for the community that further many community members’ educational, cultural and career opportunities while engaging with the community.”

Formed by community members, the Madison Public Library Foundation was created to provide a permanent, constitutional, and sustainable foundation for these new library services and programs in Madison. By leaving a gift to the foundation, DeChant says, he’d like to see the library support innovation and develop new library services and programs in Madison.

The library has a well-developed program serving the Madison area and social services and as a ‘pantry’ of stored media to an active community resource.
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